
 
 

 

INDIGENOUS PROPHECY. CARL JUNG’S LAST VISION & PAYING HOMAGE TO THE ORIGNAL 
EARTHKEEPERS 
 
Nature – responds to kindness, honor, and respect 
We can shift things by thinking of how beautiful a tree is and how grateful we are for the sun 
and how blessed we are by the birds, and how present we are with the land.  We can feel that 
and send it back into the earth and ask for support in our journey and container  
Ceremony = weaving new relations together; coming together 100% present 
Fire ceremony – releasing pain and what doesn’t serve; naturally transforms / transmutes or 
direct as blessing; attuning to the heartbeat of mother nature; looking to earth to provide all 
needs; igniting purpose; altar = representations of all of us  
 
Native Americans - passing around a talking stick so that everyone has an (equal) opportunity to 
be heard, seen, and to share what is on their mind and heart. Have an innate sense of 
belonging to the land and community.  Less separation more connection  
-My intention-hold space for everyone to contribute and share – what one person reflects on 
and puts in the pot effects the whole.  
-Consciousness/ awareness = be aware of ourselves as a part of the whole and paradoxically 
aware of ourselves as contained / not losing ourselves  
 
Mayan, Toltec, and Hopi Prophecy 
-many tremendous changes – better be prepared 
- shared reality & experience to bring collective into a place of growth, evolution 
-Represents shift from the age of Pisces to age of Aquarius (astrological perspective) 
- paradigm change – evolution of human race; human beings becoming self-aware – 
Individuating (Jung) 
-from a soul age perspective (infant, toddler, child, adolescent, adult, old/elder, masterhood 
(Jesus, Buddha) – many age souls living on one planet; child (coming to a close), adolescent (we 
are going into this) 
-no prophecy predicted the end of the world (Except the Bible which may be an interpretation); 
curiosity as to if distortions, misinterpretations, or political insertions 
-cross reference where all prophecies seem aligned  
1) choice ahead – humanity can influence where we are going; imagine coming close to a cliff, 
we have a choice to jump off that cliff or to take a different path & miss cliff 
-explore tremendous traditions, power, and knowledge of the indigenous & jung = to become 
curious about next steps (individual and collective) 
 
-Quantum leap – we are in a very challenging time, but it is a very satisfying time. Quantum 
perspective, there has been no other timeline like this on planet earth, 1/2 way in feast, ½ way 
in famine – huge polarization and time of division 



 
 

 

-new world/new paradigm = based in mutual respect, love, understanding, spiritual growth and 
service, equality, balance, unconditional love for all as above so below, as within so without, 
the outside mirrors the inside, the macrocosm mirrors the microcosm, based upon reflection 
and synchronicity, ancient wisdom keepers will step into their place, time of observation and 
correlation  
-the old way (Kimia’s perspective): money and property has become the god/goddess we pray 
to; spirit is calling us to enter leadership in society and to create healing and peacemaking; 
there is an imbalance b/w the rich and the poor.  There is no justice there. The relationship b/w 
man and woman is in separation.  Women have been denied their original position of power by 
men.  In original creation, men and woman created equal and no separation.  It is a large 
journey to travel from the head to the heart.  The relationship b/w the big and developed 
nations and the small nations must come into balance. We must release a need for control and 
imposing ideas on another. This is an illness and a wound that needs healing.  It is time for 
prayer in groups. Time to play our individual part in healing the whole.  A time to walk the 
sacred walk, and picking nature over prosperity.  A time of reconciliation and forgiveness. The 
time of liberation through violence is over.  It is time for love, compassion, and seeing ourselves 
through one another.  MLK “ The arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends towards 
justice.” It’s important to release resistance and sacrifice the pleasure in complaining. Everyone 
is capable of moving up to a higher vibration. Act of will. Have to make the choice.  Deep blue 
flame (Tibetan Buddhist describe source) as deep blue ultra violet flame.  What to do with the 
mess we are in in the planet? – not fixable, unstainable structures are crumbling.  Only thing to 
do is to prepare for change/ be the change: -spiritual path, understanding, meditation (going 
inside), drop the narrative or story and come into a place of belonging, release judgement, hate 
and blame; fear is never justified; fear begets fear and love begets love; transforming fear into 
pain.  All personal patterns; songs and sound has a healing vibration  
 
5th sun à 6th sun  
-time where everything considered external (consciousness) à internalization 
-fix out there à go inside 
- get rid of them/blame à no blame, take responsibility, personal vision manifest 
-externalized (religion, cities, illusion, bridges/barriers) àwhat world do I really want? What 
does it look and feel like? What am I going to do? Attitude, viewpoint, perception 
 
Jung’s last vision and the indigenous prophecy 
 
Jung – visit to Taos Pueblo in 1925 – realized they lived in self-understanding and truth; 
indigenous people believe all life is imbued with spirit  and they seemed tranquil and dignified ; 
referred to them as noble savages 
Indigenous person told Jung, “The sun is god.” Jung’s response, although no one can help 
feeling the tremendous impress of the sun, it was a novel and deeply affecting experience for 



 
 

 

me to see these mature dignified men in the grip of an overmastering emotion when they 
spoke of it.” 
 
“I asked them why whites were mad.” Jung, and Hopi Elder Ochwiay Bianco (Antonio Mirabal) 
replied, “because they think with their heads. Their eyes have a staring expression.  They are 
always seeking something. They are always restless and uneasy. We do not know what they 
want and we do not understand them.” “we think from here.” (points to heart)  
 
Jungian mandalas – flow and creativity as a therapeutic process very similar to Navajo sand 
paintings used for healing.  If a trauma happened, indigenous people would do a ceremony 
around the person and used the sandpainting to do a visualization of a different way the story 
happened; both are ways of achieving balance and integration of any fractured parts of the self  
 
Mirabal spoke of Father Sun, who provided life, and of the sacred mountain, from 
which all life came, and of the importance of the kiva rituals which helped Sun cross 
the sky, telling Jung that ‘If we were to cease practicing our religion, in ten years 
the sun would no longer rise’ (Jung, MDR, 246-253). 

 
Sue’s Jungian Essays: 

“I see enormous stretches devastated, enormous stretches of the earth. But thank God, not the whole 
planet.” And Jung made a drawing, with a caption under it that said, “The last 50 years of humanity.” 

That was in 1961. Fifty years hence would be 2011. The date is interesting, given the Mayan prophecy 
that speaks of the end of an era in 2012. We have no indication in the historical record that Jung knew of 
the Mayan prophecies. That he got the same timetable as an ancient people might be another reflection 
of his keen intuition. 

Jung’s last vision—foretelling the destruction of a large part (but not all) of the world—might leave us 
feeling gloomy, if not despairing. But that was not Jung’s intention: he always worked to support 
healing, for people and planet and, as part of that intention, he offered us a road map for change. This 
road map can set his final visions in a larger context. 

	There are a whole series of indigenous cultures, in addition to medieval alchemy, that provide us with 
descriptions of what we are going through now. They describe the lay of the land in this phase of our 
journey. These cultures and alchemy, like ancient maps, note “Here be dragons.” “This is a danger 
spot.” “This is going to be a difficult interval.” They lay out forks in the road. These forks are choice that 
we must make. As Yogi Berra said, “When you get to the fork in the road, take it!” But there are a lot of 
people in our culture now, and certainly in the years ahead, who will take that fork but then they’ll 
wander around looking for the knife and the spoon as well. In other words, they’re not going to make a 
choice. They’re going to be dithering. They will be very reluctant to move on to a new, more viable 
reality. 
												Native cultures and alchemy describe the destination that Nature intends us to reach. In other 
words, the fork that we are meant to choose is toward a better world, a world of peace, a world of 
environmental reclamation, a world of harmony, a world of wholeness. This is the fork that we’re meant 
to choose. As Jung would remind us, our role as individuals is to become more conscious of our 



 
 

 

responsibility, to come to recognize who we are, what we are meant to be, how we are meant to serve, 
and how we individually can work for a world that works for everyone. 
												The culture today would keep us disempowered. It wants you to be locked down into fear—fear of 
terrorists, fear of illegal aliens, fear of losing your job, fear of losing your house—all sorts of fears. You 
can choose to go down that path but I guarantee you your reality and your future will not be nice. You 
can also choose to recognize what the authorities are trying to do: people that are fearful are very much 
easier to control. Then you can say to yourself, “I’m not going to buy that! I’m not going to allow the 
powers that be to disempower me! I am going to claim my choice, as an individual, to begin to serve the 
new, better reality which is coming.” Armed with the road map of alchemy and Jung’s prophetic visions, 
you can be prepared for the challenges and exciting future that is in store for us. 
 
 
INDIGENOUS PROPHECY 
Excercises: non ordinary reality – foot in both worlds ; have to call on spirit world to infuse 
intentions 
Recapitulation process- chart out everything that needs to be released, release the charge 
around it and give it back to the ancestors or the earth (releasing energy and send it back – not 
good or bad)  
-SE- shake it out; animals don’t hold trauma in their bones;  
ways to release clicking sticks – rocks, stones, antlers, - used to represent breaking of patternsl 
and breaking old ways of holding reality, how things have been, belief systems, shake up of 
energy 
 
 
Masculine: focus on one thing, analytical, logic, left brain, definition, linear, structure, 
protective, freedom, direction, focus, independent 
"Knowledge does not enrich us; it removes us more and more from the mythic world in 
which we were once at home by right of birth" (Jung, 1973, p. 252).  
 
Feminine: felt experience, intuition, wind, environment, large space, expanse; non linear, 
creative, nurturing, receiving, surrender, ability to let go, empathy, flow, sensitiveity; emotional 
body related to the heart and fluidity that has to do w processing emotions 
Inner child: within- safe, seen, secure, soothed, valued, free to explore, innately worthy of love, 
guided, supported  
 
When synchronized, everything flows and is aligned and the feminine and masculine are in 
balance and flow. This is the new way.   
Heart is neutral; where you assimilate; neutral place of truth; not related to emotions; think of 
body as a cross – 2 chambers 
 
Song to strengthen the container 
Wichita do ya do ya do ya 
Wichita do ya do ya do ya day 
Wichita do ya do ya do ya 



 
 

 

Wichita do ya do ya day 
Wachatanaya heya heya  
Wachatanay a haya hay 
Wachatanaya heya heya  
Wachatanaya heya hay 
 
 


